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Introduction
Cloud computing is a paradigm shift in the IT industry similar to the displacement of

local electric generators with the electric grid, providing utility computing, and it is

changing the nature of competition within the computer industry. There are over a hun-

dred companies that claim they can provide cloud services. However, in most cases, they

discuss server provisioning or data center automation.

Many leading IT vendors, such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft, IBM, HP, and Cisco, to

name a few, believe that cloud computing is the next logical step in controlling IT

resources, as well as a primary means to lower total cost of ownership. More than just an

industry buzzword, cloud computing promises to revolutionize the way IT resources are

deployed, configured, and managed for years to come. Service providers stand to realize

tremendous value from moving toward this “everything as a service” delivery model. By

expanding and using their infrastructure as a service, instead of dealing with a number of

disparate and incompatible silos or the common single-tenant hosting and colocation

model, service providers can offer high value to their customers.

This book provides a practical approach for building an architecture for providing virtual-

ized/cloud services and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) specifically. Based on our expe-

riences of working with many industry-leading management software vendors and system

integrators, we have provided the most comprehensive knowledge that details how to

manage the cloud architecture and provide cloud services. This book details management

steps with practical example use cases and best practices to build a cloud that can be

used by cloud consumers and providers.

xvi Cloud Computing: Automating the Virtualized Data Center
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Objectives of This Book
Cloud Computing: Automating the Virtualized Data Center provides exhaustive

information on how to build and implement solution architectures for managing the cloud

from start to finish. For novice users, this book provides information on clouds and a

solution architecture approach for managing the cloud. For experienced, hands-on opera-

tions folks, this book provides information on how to set up and provision the

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). For product specialists, this book covers what service

providers look for in their products and discuss how their systems need to interact with

other systems to provide an integrated solution that meets end-user needs.

This book evolved as we started working in the lab with major management software ven-

dors to provision an end-to-end cloud infrastructure that consisted of compute, network,

and storage resources. During the process, we found that most of the independent soft-

ware vendors (ISV) could not meet the challenges of provisioning an end-to-end cloud

infrastructure. This led us to work with the various Cisco software vendor partners to

develop end-to-end integrated solutions for cloud management using Cisco and partner

products. The solutions and the best practices in this book provide end-to-end architec-

ture solutions and can be replicated and used in any lab and/or production network for

the scenarios described in this book.

How This Book Is Organized
The book is divided into four parts: 

Part I: Introduction to Managing Virtualization and Cloud Computing
Environments

■ Chapter 1, “Cloud Computing Concepts”: This chapter illustrates the vir-

tualization and cloud concepts. Virtualization and cloud computing are dove-

tailed, and vendors and solution providers are increasingly using virtualization to

build private clouds. This chapter will discuss public, private, and hybrid clouds,

as well as the benefits of on-site computing to cloud computing. This chapter

will also provide information on types of services that can be provided on top

of clouds, such as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS),

barriers to cloud adoption, and cloud benefits and return on investment (ROI).

■ Chapter 2, “Cloud Design Patterns and Use Cases”: This chapter illus-

trates typical application design patterns and use cases found in most enterpris-

es today and discusses how these can be transitioned into the cloud.

■ Chapter 3, “Data Center Architecture and Technologies”: This chapter

provides an overview of the architectural principles and the infrastructure

designs needed to support a new generation of “real-time” managed IT service

use cases. This chapter focuses on the building blocks, technologies, and con-

xvii
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cepts that help simplify the design and operation of the data center.

■ Chapter 4, “IT Services”: This chapter describes the classification of IT serv-

ices from both a business-centric and a technology-centric perspective. In addi-

tion, this chapter looks at the underpinning economics of IaaS and the contextual

aspects of making a “workload” placement in the cloud, that is, risk versus cost.

■ Chapter 5, “The Cisco Cloud Strategy”: This chapter discusses Cisco

Systems’ corporate strategy, focusing on the technological, system, and service

developments related to the cloud. This chapter also briefly covers the technolo-

gy evolution toward the cloud to understand how we got to where we are today

as an IT industry.

Part II: Managing Cloud Services

■ Chapter 6, “Cloud Management Reference Architecture”: This chapter

discusses various industry standards and describes how they can be used to

build a reference architecture. This chapter discusses ITIL, TMF, and ITU-TMN

standards, and uses these standards to build a cloud reference architecture for

process models, cloud frameworks, and management models. It gives recommen-

dations on integration models between various management layers.

■ Chapter 7, “Service Fulfillment”: This chapter describes the details of cloud

service fulfillment, also referred to as cloud service provisioning. Service fulfill-

ment is responsible for delivering products and services to the customer. This

includes order handling, service configuration and activation, and resource pro-

visioning. Chapter 6 provided two reference architectures from a management

perspective. This chapter builds on Chapter 6 and provides details on cloud

service fulfillment and an end-to-end logical functional architecture for manag-

ing clouds. The end-to-end logical functional architecture is built based on the

Tele-Management Forum (TMF) eTOM (enhanced Telecom Operations Map)

and Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) V3 life cycle.

■ Chapter 8, “Service Assurance”: This chapter describes how infrastructure

can be automated and how services can be provisioned from the time a cus-

tomer orders a service to the time the service is provisioned. These services

need to be monitored to provide high-quality services to the customers. This

chapter discusses proactive and reactive maintenance activities, service monitor-

ing (SLA/QoS), resource status and performance monitoring, and troubleshoot-

ing. This includes continuous resource status and performance monitoring to

proactively detect possible failures, and the collection of performance data and

analysis to identify and resolve potential or real problems.

■ Chapter 9, “Billing and Chargeback”: The ultimate goal of cloud comput-

ing is to provide a set of resources on demand when required and to provide an

accurate usage of data. The choice to bill/charge or simply show this data to the

consumer depends on many factors, all of which are discussed in this chapter.

This chapter introduces cloud billing/charging terminology; billing considera-

xviii Cloud Computing: Automating the Virtualized Data Center
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tions for IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS; process flow from Order-to-Cash (OTC); and the

billing/charging architecture for cloud services.

Part III: Managing Cloud Resources

■ Chapter 10, “Technical Building Blocks of IaaS”: This chapter describes

how to design and build an IaaS service starting with the basic building blocks and

evolving into a full-service catalogue. This chapter also discusses how service data

is persisted in the cloud management systems and provides some thoughts on

where cloud solutions will challenge traditional CMDB implementations.

■ Chapter 11, “Automating and Orchestration Resources”: Building on

Chapter 10, this chapter explores how the service catalogue offers can be real-

ized in the cloud infrastructure and describes best practices around provision-

ing, activating, and managing cloud services throughout their lifetime.

■ Chapter 12, “Cloud Capacity Management”: Optimizing any infrastruc-

ture is challenging, let alone when you factor in the sporadic, real-time demand

that the cloud generates. This chapter outlines some of the key capacity chal-

lenges, describes the process around developing a capacity model, and discusses

deploying tools to support this model.

■ Chapter 13, “Providing the Right Cloud User Experience”: The cloud fun-

damentally changes the way IT is consumed and delivered, and the key to being a

successful cloud provider is the user experience. This chapter defines the typical

roles that will interact with the cloud, their requirements, and some typical inte-

gration patterns that should be considered to achieve a consistent user experience.

■ Chapter 14, “Adopting Cloud from a Maturity Perspective”: Building

and deploying a cloud will, in most cases, touch on organizational, process, and

technology areas. Assessing where you as a potential cloud consumer or

provider are in these three areas is a critical first step. This chapter provides a

simple, extensible framework for assessing cloud maturity.

Part IV: Appendixes

■ Appendix A, “Case Study: Cloud Providers - Hybrid Cloud”: This case

study brings together the concepts outlined in the book with an illustrative exam-

ple showing the choices an IT and a telecommunications company make when

considering the cloud from the consumer and provider perspectives. Although it is

a fictional example, the case study is drawn from real-world experiences.

■ Appendix B, “Terms and Acronyms”: This appendix lists common

acronyms, their expansions, and definitions for the cloud terminology used

throughout this book.

xix
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Chapter 3

Data Center Architecture and
Technologies

In this chapter, you will learn the following:

■ How to articulate what is meant by “architecture” in relation to IT design

■ Describe the data center architectural building blocks

■ Describe the evolution of the data center network design with the impact of

virtualization

■ Describe the cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) solution and its functional

components

■ Describe the network services that are necessary to deliver an “end-to-end” 

service-level agreement

This chapter provides an overview of the architectural principles and infrastructure

designs needed to support a new generation of real-time-managed IT service use cases in

the data center. There are many process frameworks and technologies available to archi-

tects to deliver a service platform that is both flexible and scalable. From an operational

perspective, maintaining visibility and control of the data center that meets the business’s

governance, risk, and compliance needs is a must. This chapter will discuss the building

blocks, technologies, and concepts that help simplify the design and operation, yet deliv-

er real IT value to the business, namely, business continuity and business change.

Architecture
Architecture is a borrowed term that is often overused in technology forums. The Oxford

English Dictionary defines architecture as “the art or practice of designing and construct-

ing buildings” and further, “the conceptual structure and logical organization of a com-

puter or computer-based system.”

In general, outside the world of civil engineering, the term architecture is a poorly under-

stood concept. Although we can understand the concrete concept of a building and the
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36 Cloud Computing

process of building construction, many of us have trouble understanding the more

abstract concepts of a computer or a network and, similarly, the process of constructing

an IT system like a service platform. Just like buildings, there are many different kinds of

service platforms that draw upon and exhibit different architectural principles.

As an example of early architectural prinicples, requirements and/or guidelines (also

known as artifacts), Figure 3-1 depicts the the famous drawing of Leonardo Da Vinci’s

“Vitruvian Man.” We are told that the drawing is based on the ideas of a Roman

Architect Marcus Vitruvius Pollio that a “perfect building” should be based on the fact

(the mainly Christian religious idea) that man is created in the image of God and thus

provides the blueprint of “proportional perfection” (that is, the relationship between the

length of one body part to another is a constant fixed ratio). It was believed that these

ratios can serve as a set of architectural principles when it comes to building design; thus,

a “perfect building” can be acheived. Obviously, our ideas on architecture and design are

much more secular and science-based today. That said, the Vitruvian Man provides a

good a example of the relationship of architecture to design and its implimentation.

Even though architecture involves some well-defined activities, our first attempt at a defi-

nition uses the words art along with science. Unfortunately, for practical purposes, this

definition is much too vague. But, one thing the definition does indirectly tell us is that

architecture is simply part of the process of building things. For example, when building

a new services platform, it is being built for a purpose and, when complete, is expected to

have certain required principles.

Figure 3-1 Leonardo da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man
(Named After the Ancient Roman Architect
Vitruvius)
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The purpose of a “service delivery platform” is usually described to an architect by

means of requirements documents that provide the goals and usage information for the

platform that is to be built. Architects are typically individuals who have extensive expe-

rience in building IT systems that meet specific business requirements and translating

those business requirements into IT engineering requirements. It is then up to subject

matter experts (for example, server virtualization, networking, or storage engineers) to

interpret the high-level architectural requirements into a low-level design and ultimately

implement (build) a system ready for use. Figure 3-2 shows the many-to-one relationship

among architecture, design, and implementations. Note that clear and well-understood

communication among all stakeholders is essential throughout the project delivery phases

to ensure success.

Therefore, architecture is primarily used to communicate future system behavior to stake-

holders and specify the building blocks for satisfying business requirements (this data is

normally referred to as artifacts). A stakeholder is usually a person who pays for the

effort and/or uses the end result. For example, a stakeholder could be the owner or a ten-

ant of a future service platform, or a business owner or user of an anticipated network.

Architecture blueprints are frequently used to communicate attributes of the system to

the stakeholders before the system is actually built. In fact, the communication of multi-

ple attributes usually requires multiple architecture documentation or blueprints.

Unfortunately, architecture diagrams (usually multiple drawings) are often used incorrect-

ly as design diagrams or vice versa.

With regard to cloud services, architecture must extend beyond on-premises (private

cloud) deployments to support hybrid cloud models (hosted cloud, public cloud, commu-

nity cloud, virtual private cloud, and so on). Architecture must also take into considera-

tion Web 2.0 technologies (consumer social media services) and data access ubiquity

(mobility).

Architectures A4

Designs

Implementations

Architecture:
A finite list of components
and protocols that are
common to all Designs and
Implementations

D1

I1 I2

D2 D3

Figure 3-2 Architecture Shapes the Design and Implementation of a
System and/or Service
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Architectural principles that are required for a services platform today would most likely

include but not be limited to efficiency, scalability, reliability, interoperability, flexibility,

robustness, and modularity. How these principles are designed and implemented into a

solution changes all the time as technology evolves.

With regard to implementing and managing architecture, process frameworks and

methodologies are now heavily utilized to ensure quality and timely delivery by capitaliz-

ing of perceived industry best practices. Chapter 6, “Cloud Management Reference

Architecture,” covers frameworks in detail.

At this point, it is worth taking a few moments to discuss what exactly “IT value” is from

a business perspective. Measuring value from IT investments has traditionally been an

inexact science. The consequence is that many IT projects fail to fulfill their anticipated

goals. Thus, many CIOs/CTOs today do not have much confidence in the accuracy of

total cost of ownership (TCO), or more so, return on investment (ROI) modeling related

to potential IT investments. A number of academic research projects with industry part-

nership have been conducted to look at better ways to approach this challenge.

One example would be the IT Capability Maturity Framework (IT-CMF), developed by

the Innovation Value Institute (http://ivi.nuim.ie/ITCMF/index.shtml) along with Intel.

Essentially, the IT-CMF provides a “capabilities maturity curve” (five levels of maturity)

with a number of associated strategies aimed at delivering increasing IT value, thus ulti-

mately supporting the business to maintain or grow sustainable differentiation in the

marketplace.

The concept of capability maturity stems from the Software Engineering Institute (SEI),

which originally developed what is known as the Capability Maturity Model

Integration (CMMI). In addition to the aforementioned IT-CMF, organizations can use

the CMMI to map where they stand with respect to the best-in-class offering in relation

to defined IT processes within Control Objectives for Information and Related

Technology (COBIT) or how-to best practice guides like ITIL (Information Technology

Infrastructure Library provides best practice for IT service management). Chapter 4, “IT

Services,” covers COBIT in detail.

Architectural Building Blocks of a Data Center
Data center design is at an evolutionary crossroads. Massive data growth, challenging

economic conditions, and the physical limitations of power, heat, and space are exerting

substantial pressure on the enterprise. Finding architectures that can take cost, complexi-

ty, and associated risk out of the data center while improving service levels has become a

major objective for most enterprises. Consider the challenges facing enterprise IT organi-

zations today.

Data center IT staff is typically asked to address the following data center challenges:

■ Improve asset utilization to reduce or defer capital expenses.

■ Reduce capital expenses through better management of peak workloads.
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■ Make data and resources available in real time to provide flexibility and alignment

with current and future business agility needs.

■ Reduce power and cooling consumption to cut operational costs and align with

“green” business practices.

■ Reduce deployment/churn time for new/existing services, saving operational costs

and gaining competitive advantage in the market.

■ Enable/increase innovation through new consumption models and the adoption of

new abstraction layers in the architecture.

■ Improve availability of services to avoid or reduce the business impact of unplanned

outages or failures of service components.

■ Maintain information assurance through consistent and robust security posture and

processes.

From this set of challenges, you can derive a set of architectural principles that a new

services platform would need to exhibit (as outlined in Table 3-1) to address the afore-

mentioned challenges. Those architectural principles can in turn be matched to a set of

underpinning technological requirements.

Table 3-1 Technology to Support Architectural Principles

Architectural
Principles

Technological Requirements

Efficiency Virtualization of infrastructure with appropriate management tools.

Infrastructure homogeneity is driving asset utilization up.

Scalability Platform scalability can be achieved through explicit protocol choice (for

example, TRILL) and hardware selection and also through implicit system

design and implementation.

Reliability Disaster recovery (BCP) planning, testing, and operational tools (for

example, VMware’s Site Recovery Manager, SNAP, or Clone backup

capabilities).

Interoperability Web-based (XML) APIs, for example, WSDL (W3C) using SOAP or the

conceptually simpler RESTful protocol with standards compliance seman-

tics, for example, RFC 4741 NETCONF or TMForum’s Multi-Technology

Operations Systems Interface (MTOSI) with message binding to “con-

crete” endpoint protocols.

Flexibility Software abstraction to enable policy-based management of the underly-

ing infrastructure. Use of “meta models” (frames, rules, and constraints of

how to build infrastructure). Encourage independence rather than interde-

pendence among functional components of the platform.
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Industry Direction and Operational and Technical Phasing

New technologies, such as multicore CPU, multisocket motherboards, inexpensive mem-

ory, and Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus technology, represent an evolution

in the computing environment. These advancements, in addition to abstraction technolo-

gies (for example, virtual machine monitors [VMM], also known as hypervisor software),

provide access to greater performance and resource utilization at a time of exponential

growth of digital data and globalization through the Internet. Multithreaded applications

designed to use these resources are both bandwidth intensive and require higher per-

formance and efficiency from the underlying infrastructure.

Over the last few years, there have been iterative developments to the virtual infrastruc-

ture. Basic hypervisor technology with relatively simple virtual switches embedded in the

hypervisor/VMM kernel have given way to far more sophisticated third-party distributed

virtual switches (DVS) (for example, the Cisco Nexus 1000V) that bring together the

operational domains of virtual server and the network, delivering consistent and integrat-

ed policy deployments. Other use cases, such as live migration of a VM, require orches-

tration of (physical and virtual) server, network, storage, and other dependencies to

enable uninterrupted service continuity. Placement of capability and function needs to be

carefully considered. Not every capability and function will have an optimal substantia-

tion as a virtual entity; some might require physical substantiation because of perform-

ance or compliance reasons. So going forward, we see a hybrid model taking shape, with

each capability and function being assessed for optimal placement with the architecture

and design.

Table 3-1 Technology to Support Architectural Principles

Architectural
Principles

Technological Requirements

Modularity Commonality of the underlying building blocks that can support scale-out

and scale-up heterogeneous workload requirements with common integra-

tion points (web-based APIs). That is, integrated compute stacks or infra-

structure packages (for example, a Vblock or a FlexPod). Programmatic

workflows versus script-based workflows (discussed later in this chapter)

along with the aforementioned software abstraction help deliver modulari-

ty of software tools.

Security The appropriate countermeasures (tools, systems, processes, and proto-

cols) relative to risk assessment derived from the threat model. Technology

countermeasures are systems based, security in depth. Bespoke implemen-

tations/design patterns required to meet varied hosted tenant visibility and

control requirements necessitated by regulatory compliance.

Robustness System design and implementation—tools, methods, processes, and peo-

ple that assist to mitigate collateral damage of a failure or failures internal

to the administratively controlled system or even to external service

dependencies to ensure service continuity.
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Although data center performance requirements are growing, IT managers are seeking

ways to limit physical expansion by increasing the utilization of current resources. Server

consolidation by means of server virtualization has become an appealing option. The use

of multiple virtual machines takes full advantage of a physical server’s computing poten-

tial and enables a rapid response to shifting data center demands. This rapid increase in

computing power, coupled with the increased use of VM environments, is increasing the

demand for higher bandwidth and at the same time creating additional challenges for the

supporting networks.

Power consumption and efficiency continue to be some of the top concerns facing data

center operators and designers. Data center facilities are designed with a specific power

budget, in kilowatts per rack (or watts per square foot). Per-rack power consumption and

cooling capacity have steadily increased over the past several years. Growth in the num-

ber of servers and advancement in electronic components continue to consume power at

an exponentially increasing rate. Per-rack power requirements constrain the number of

racks a data center can support, resulting in data centers that are out of capacity even

though there is plenty of unused space.

Several metrics exist today that can help determine how efficient a data center operation

is. These metrics apply differently to different types of systems, for example, facilities,

network, server, and storage systems. For example, Cisco IT uses a measure of power per

work unit performed instead of a measure of power per port because the latter approach

does not account for certain use cases—the availability, power capacity, and density pro-

file of mail, file, and print services will be very different from those of mission-critical

web and security services. Furthermore, Cisco IT recognizes that just a measure of the

network is not indicative of the entire data center operation. This is one of several rea-

sons why Cisco has joined The Green Grid (www.thegreengrid.org), which focuses on

developing data center–wide metrics for power efficiency. The power usage effectiveness

(PUE) and data center efficiency (DCE) metrics detailed in the document “The Green

Grid Metrics: Describing Data Center Power Efficiency” are ways to start addressing this

challenge. Typically, the largest consumer of power and the most inefficient system in the

data center is the Computer Room Air Conditioning (CRAC). At the time of this writing,

state-of-the-art data centers have PUE values in the region of 1.2/1.1, whereas typical val-

ues would be in the range of 1.8–2.5. (For further reading on data center facilities, check

out the book Build the Best Data Center Facility for Your Business, by Douglas Alger

from Cisco Press.)

Cabling also represents a significant portion of a typical data center budget. Cable sprawl

can limit data center deployments by obstructing airflows and requiring complex cooling

system solutions. IT departments around the world are looking for innovative solutions

that will enable them to keep up with this rapid growth with increased efficiency and low

cost. We will discuss Unified Fabric (enabled by virtualization of network I/O) later in

this chapter.
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Figure 3-3 CTS’ CIO Cloud Survey 2011
(www.colt.net/cio-research)

Current Barriers to Cloud/Utility Computing/ITaaS

It’s clear that a lack of trust in current cloud offerings is the main barrier to broader adop-

tion of cloud computing. Without trust, the economics and increased flexibility of cloud

computing make little difference. For example, from a workload placement perspective,

how does a customer make a cost-versus-risk (Governance, Risk, Compliance [GRC])

assessment without transparency of the information being provided? Transparency

requires well-defined notations of service definition, audit, and accountancy. Multiple

industry surveys attest to this. For example, as shown in Figure 3-3, Colt Technology

Services’ CIO Cloud Survey 2011 shows that most CIOs consider security as a barrier to

cloud service adoption, and this is ahead of standing up the service (integration issues)!

So how should we respond to these concerns?

Trust in the cloud, Cisco believes, centers on five core concepts. These challenges keep

business leaders and IT professionals alike up at night, and Cisco is working to address

them with our partners:

■ Security: Are there sufficient information assurance (IA) processes and tools to en-

force confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the corporate data assets? Fears

around multitenancy, the ability to monitor and record effectively, and the trans-

parency of security events are foremost in customers’ minds.
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■ Control: Can IT maintain direct control to decide how and where data and soft-

ware are deployed, used, and destroyed in a multitenant and virtual, morphing

infrastructure?

■ Service-level management: Is it reliable? That is, can the appropriate Resource Usage

Records (RUR) be obtained and measured appropriately for accurate billing? What if

there’s an outage? Can each application get the necessary resources and priority needed

to run predictably in the cloud (capacity planning and business continuance planning)?

■ Compliance: Will my cloud environment conform with mandated regulatory, legal, and

general industry requirements (for example, PCI DSS, HIPAA, and Sarbanes-Oxley)?

■ Interoperability: Will there be a vendor lock-in given the proprietary nature of to-

day’s public clouds? The Internet today has proven popular to enterprise businesses

in part because of the ability to reduce risk through “multihoming” network connec-

tivity to multiple Internet service providers that have diverse and distinct physical

infrastructures.

For cloud solutions to be truly secure and trusted, Cisco believes they need an underly-

ing network that can be relied upon to support cloud workloads.

To solve some of these fundamental challenges in the data center, many organizations are

undertaking a journey. Figure 3-4 represents the general direction in which the IT indus-

try is heading. The figure maps the operational phases (Consolidation, Virtualization,

Automation, and so on) to enabling technology phases (Unified Fabric, Unified

Computing, and so on).
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Figure 3-4 Operational and Technological Evolution Stages of IT
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Organizations that are moving toward the adoption and utilization of cloud services tend

to follow these technological phases:

1. Adoption of a broad IP WAN that is highly available (either through an ISP or self-

built over dark fiber) enables centralization and consolidation of IT services.

Application-aware services are layered on top of the WAN to intelligently manage ap-

plication performance.

2. Executing on a virtualization strategy for server, storage, networking, and network-

ing services (session load balancing, security apps, and so on) enables greater flexi-

bility in the substantiation of services in regard to physical location, thereby

enabling the ability to arrange such service to optimize infrastructure utilization.

3. Service automation enables greater operational efficiencies related to change control,

ultimately paving the way to an economically viable on-demand service consumption

model. In other words, building the “service factory.”

4. Utility computing model includes the ability meter, chargeback, and bill customer on

a pay-as-you-use (PAYU) basis. Showback is also a popular service: the ability to

show current, real-time service and quota usage/consumption including future trend-

ing. This allows customers to understand and control their IT consumption.

Showback is a fundamental requirement of service transparency.

5. Market creation through a common framework incorporating governance with a serv-

ice ontology that facilitates the act of arbitrating between different service offerings

and service providers.

Phase 1: The Adoption of a Broad IP WAN That Is Highly Available

This connectivity between remote locations allows IT services that were previously dis-

tributed (both from a geographic and organizational sense) to now be centralized, provid-

ing better operational control over those IT assets.

The constraint of this phase is that many applications were written to operate over a LAN

and not a WAN environment. Rather than rewriting applications, the optimal economic

path forward is to utilize application-aware, network-deployed services to enable a con-

sistent Quality of Experience (QoE) to the end consumer of the service. These services

tend to fall under the banner of Application Performance Management (APM)

(www.cisco.com/go/apm). APM includes capabilities such as visibility into application

response times, analysis of which applications and branch offices use how much band-

width, and the ability to prioritize mission-critical applications, such as those from Oracle

and SAP, as well as collaboration applications such as Microsoft SharePoint and Citrix.

Specific capabilities to deliver APM are as follows:

■ Performance monitoring: Both in the network (transactions) and in the data center

(application processing).
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■ Reporting: For example, application SLA reporting requires service contextualiza-

tion of monitoring data to understand the data in relation to its expected or request-

ed performance parameters. These parameters are gleaned from who the service

owner is and the terms of his service contract.

■ Application visibility and control: Application control gives service providers dy-

namic and adaptive tools to monitor and assure application performance.

Phase 2: Executing on a Virtualization Strategy for Server, Storage, Networking,

and Networking Services

There are many solutions available on the market to enable server virtualization.

Virtualization is the concept of creating a “sandbox” environment, where the computer

hardware is abstracted to an operating system. The operating system is presented generic

hardware devices that allow the virtualization software to pass messages to the physical

hardware such as CPUs, memory, disks, and networking devices. These sandbox environ-

ments, also known as virtual machines (VM), include the operating system, the applica-

tions, and the configurations of a physical server. VMs are hardware independent, making

them very portable so that they can run on any server.

Virtualization technology can also be applicable to many different areas such as network-

ing and storage. LAN switching, for example, has the concept of a virtual LAN (VLAN)

and routing with Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) tables; storage-area networks

have something similar in terms of virtual storage-area networks (VSAN), vFiler for NFS

storage virtualization, and so on.

However, there is a price to pay for all this virtualization: management complexity. As vir-

tual resources become abstracted from physical resources, existing management tools

and methodologies start to break down in regard to their control effectiveness, particular-

ly when one starts adding scale into the equation. New management capabilities, both

implicit within infrastructure components or explicitly in external management tools, are

required to provide the visibility and control service operations teams required to manage

the risk to the business.

Unified Fabric based on IEEE Data Center Bridging (DCB) standards (more later) is a

form of abstraction, this time by virtualizing Ethernet. However, this technology unifies

the way that servers and storage resources are connected, how application delivery and

core data center services are provisioned, how servers and data center resources are inter-

connected to scale, and how server and network virtualization is orchestrated.

To complement the usage of VMs, virtual applications (vApp) have also been brought

into the data center architecture to provide policy enforcement within the new virtual

infrastructure, again to help manage risk. Virtual machine-aware network services such as

VMware’s vShield and Virtual Network Services from Cisco allow administrators to pro-

vide services that are aware of tenant ownership of VMs and enforce service domain iso-

lation (that is, the DMZ). The Cisco Virtual Network Services solution is also aware of

the location of VMs. Ultimately, this technology allows the administrator to tie together

service policy to location and ownership of an application residing with a VM container.
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Figure 3-5 IT Service Enablement Through Abstraction/Virtualization of IT Domains

The Cisco Nexus 1000V vPath technology allows policy-based traffic steering to

“invoke” vApp services (also known as policy enforcement points [PEP]), even if they

reside on a separate physical ESX host. This is the start of Intelligent Service Fabrics

(ISF), where the traditional IP or MAC-based forwarding behavior is “policy hijacked” to

substantiate service chain–based forwarding behavior.

Server and network virtualization have been driven primarily by the economic benefits of

consolidation and higher utilization of physical server and network assets. vApps and ISF

change the economics through efficiency gains of providing network-residing services

that can be invoked on demand and dimensioned to need rather than to the design con-

straints of the traditional traffic steering methods.

Virtualization, or rather the act of abstraction from the underlying physical infrastruc-

ture, provides the basis of new types of IT services that potentially can be more dynamic

in nature, as illustrated in Figure 3-5.

Phase 3: Service Automation

Service automation, working hand in hand with a virtualized infrastructure, is a key

enabler in delivering dynamic services. From an IaaS perspective, this phase means the

policy-driven provisioning of IT services though the use of automated task workflow,

whether that involves business tasks (also known as Business Process Operations

Management [BPOM]) or IT tasks (also known as IT Orchestration).

Traditionally, this has been too costly to be economically effective because of the

reliance on script-based automation tooling. Scripting is linear in nature (makes rollback

challenging); more importantly, it tightly couples workflow to process execution logic to
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assets. In other words, if an architect wants or needs to change an IT asset (for example, a

server type/supplier) or change the workflow or process execution logic within a work-

flow step/node in response to a business need, a lot of new scripting is required. It’s like

building a LEGO brick wall with all the bricks glued together. More often than not, a new

wall is cheaper and easier to develop than trying to replace or change individual blocks.

Two main developments have now made service automation a more economically viable

option:

■ Standards-based web APIs and protocols (for example, SOAP and RESTful) have

helped reduce integration complexity and costs through the ability to reuse.

■ Programmatic-based workflow tools helped to decouple/abstract workflow from

process execution logic from assets. Contemporary IT orchestration tools, such as

Enterprise Orchestrator from Cisco and BMC’s Atrium Orchestrator, allow system

designers to make changes to the workflow (including invoking and managing parallel

tasks) or to insert new workflow steps or change assets through reusable adaptors

without having to start from scratch. Using the LEGO wall analogy, individual bricks

of the wall can be relatively easily interchanged without having to build a new wall.

Note that a third component is necessary to make programmatic service automation a

success, namely, an intelligent infrastructure by which the complexity of the low-level

device configuration syntax is abstracted from the northbound system’s management

tools. This means higher-level management tools only need to know the policy

semantics. In other words, an orchestration system need only ask for a chocolate cake

and the element manager, now based on a well-defined (programmatic) object-based data

model, will translate that request into the required ingredients and, furthermore, how

they those ingredients should be mixed together and in what quantities.

A practical example is the Cisco Unified Compute System (UCS) with its single data

model exposed through a single transactional-based rich XML API (other APIs are sup-

ported!). This allows policy-driven consumption of the physical compute layer. To do

this, UCS provides a layer of abstraction between its XML data model and the underlying

hardware through application gateways that do the translation of the policy semantics

as necessary to execute state change of a hardware component (such as BIOS settings).

Phase 4: Utility Computing Model

This phase involves the ability to monitor, meter, and track resource usage for chargeback

billing. The goal is for self-service provisioning (on-demand allocation of compute

resources), in essence turning IT into a utility service.

In any IT environment, it is crucial to maintain knowledge of allocation and utilization of

resources. Metering and performance analysis of these resources enable cost efficiency,

service consistency, and subsequently the capabilities IT needs for trending, capacity

management, threshold management (service-level agreements [SLA]), and pay-for-use

chargeback.
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In many IT environments today, dedicated physical servers and their associated applica-

tions, as well as maintenance and licensing costs, can be mapped to the department using

them, making the billing relatively straightforward for such resources. In a shared virtual

environment, however, the task of calculating the IT operational cost for each consumer

in real time is a challenging problem to solve.

Pay for use, where the end customers are charged based on their usage and consumption

of a service, has long been used by such businesses as utilities and wireless phone

providers. Increasingly, pay-per-use has gained acceptance in enterprise computing as IT

works in parallel to lower costs across infrastructures, applications, and services.

One of the top concerns of IT leadership teams implementing a utility platform is this: If

the promise of pay-per-use is driving service adoption in a cloud, how do the providers

of the service track the service usage and bill for it accordingly?

IT providers have typically struggled with billing solution metrics that do not adequately

represent all the resources consumed as part of a given service. The primary goal of any

chargeback solution requires consistent visibility into the infrastructure to meter resource

usage per customer and the cost to serve for a given service. Today, this often requires

cobbling together multiple solutions or even developing custom solutions for metering.

This creates not only up-front costs, but longer-term inefficiencies. IT providers quickly

become overwhelmed building new functionality into the metering system every time

they add a service or infrastructure component.

The dynamic nature of a virtual converged infrastructure and its associated layers of

abstraction being a benefit to the IT operation conversely increase the metering complex-

ity. An optimal chargeback solution provides businesses with the true allocation break-

down of costs and services delivered in a converged infrastructure.

The business goals for metering and chargeback typically include the following:

■ Reporting on allocation and utilization of resources by business unit or customer

■ Developing an accurate cost-to-serve model, where utilization can be applied to

each user

■ Providing a method for managing IT demand, facilitating capacity planning, forecast-

ing, and budgeting

■ Reporting on relevant SLA performance

Chargeback and billing requires three main steps:

Step 1. Data collection

Step 2. Chargeback mediation (correlating and aggregating data collected from the var-

ious system components into a billing record of the service owner customer)

Step 3. Billing and reporting (applying the pricing model to collected data) and gener-

ating a periodic billing report
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Phase 5: Market

In mainstream economics, the concept of a market is any structure that allows buyers and

sellers to exchange any type of goods, services, and information. The exchange of goods

or services for money (an agreed-upon medium of exchange) is a transaction.

For a marketplace to be built to exchange IT services as an exchangeable commodity, the

participants in that market need to agree on common service definitions or have an ontol-

ogy that aligns not only technology but also business definitions. The alignment of

process and governance among the market participants is desirable, particularly when

“mashing up” service components from different providers/authors to deliver an end-to-

end service.

To be more detailed, a service has two aspects:

■ Business: The business aspect is required for marketplace and a technical aspect for

exchange and delivery. The business part needs product definition, relationships (on-

tology), collateral, pricing, and so on.

■ Technical: The technical aspect needs fulfillment, assurance, and governance aspects.

In the marketplace, there will be various players/participants who take on a variety and/or

combination of roles. There would be exchange providers (also known as service aggre-

gators or cloud service brokers), service developers, product manufacturers, service

providers, service resellers, service integrators, and finally consumers (or even prosumers).

Design Evolution in the Data Center
This section provides an overview of the emerging technologies in the data center, how

they are supporting architectural principles outlined previously, how they are influencing

design and implementation of infrastructure, and ultimately their value in regard to deliv-

ering IT as a service.

First, we will look at Layer 2 physical and logical topology evolution. Figure 3-6 shows

the design evolution of an OSI Layer 2 topology in the data center. Moving from left to

right, you can see the physical topology changing in the number of active interfaces

between the functional layers of the data center. This evolution is necessary to support

the current and future service use cases.

Virtualization technologies such as VMware ESX Server and clustering solutions such as

Microsoft Cluster Service currently require Layer 2 Ethernet connectivity to function

properly. With the increased use of these types of technologies in data centers and now

even across data center locations, organizations are shifting from a highly scalable Layer

3 network model to a highly scalable Layer 2 model. This shift is causing changes in the

technologies used to manage large Layer 2 network environments, including migration

away from Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) as a primary loop management technology

toward new technologies, such as vPC and IETF TRILL (Transparent Interconnection of

Lots of Links).
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Figure 3-6 Evolution of OSI Layer 2 in the Data Center

In early Layer 2 Ethernet network environments, it was necessary to develop protocol and

control mechanisms that limited the disastrous effects of a topology loop in the network.

STP was the primary solution to this problem, providing a loop detection and loop man-

agement capability for Layer 2 Ethernet networks. This protocol has gone through a num-

ber of enhancements and extensions, and although it scales to very large network envi-

ronments, it still has one suboptimal principle: To break loops in a network, only one

active path is allowed from one device to another, regardless of how many actual connec-

tions might exist in the network. Although STP is a robust and scalable solution to redun-

dancy in a Layer 2 network, the single logical link creates two problems:

■ Half (or more) of the available system bandwidth is off limits to data traffic.

■ A failure of the active link tends to cause multiple seconds of system-wide data loss

while the network reevaluates the new “best” solution for network forwarding in the

Layer 2 network.

Although enhancements to STP reduce the overhead of the rediscovery process and allow

a Layer 2 network to reconverge much faster, the delay can still be too great for some net-

works. In addition, no efficient dynamic mechanism exists for using all the available

bandwidth in a robust network with STP loop management.

An early enhancement to Layer 2 Ethernet networks was PortChannel technology (now

standardized as IEEE 802.3ad PortChannel technology), in which multiple links between
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two participating devices can use all the links between the devices to forward traffic by

using a load-balancing algorithm that equally balances traffic across the available Inter-

Switch Links (ISL) while also managing the loop problem by bundling the links as one

logical link. This logical construct keeps the remote device from forwarding broadcast

and unicast frames back to the logical link, thereby breaking the loop that actually exists

in the network. PortChannel technology has one other primary benefit: It can potentially

deal with a link loss in the bundle in less than a second, with little loss of traffic and no

effect on the active STP topology.

Introducing Virtual PortChannel (vPC)

The biggest limitation in classic PortChannel communication is that the PortChannel

operates only between two devices. In large networks, the support of multiple devices

together is often a design requirement to provide some form of hardware failure alternate

path. This alternate path is often connected in a way that would cause a loop, limiting the

benefits gained with PortChannel technology to a single path. To address this limitation,

the Cisco NX-OS Software platform provides a technology called virtual PortChannel

(vPC). Although a pair of switches acting as a vPC peer endpoint looks like a single logi-

cal entity to PortChannel-attached devices, the two devices that act as the logical

PortChannel endpoint are still two separate devices. This environment combines the ben-

efits of hardware redundancy with the benefits of PortChannel loop management. The

other main benefit of migration to an all-PortChannel-based loop management mecha-

nism is that link recovery is potentially much faster. STP can recover from a link failure in

approximately 6 seconds, while an all-PortChannel-based solution has the potential for

failure recovery in less than a second.

Although vPC is not the only technology that provides this solution, other solutions tend

to have a number of deficiencies that limit their practical implementation, especially

when deployed at the core or distribution layer of a dense high-speed network. All multi-

chassis PortChannel technologies still need a direct link between the two devices acting

as the PortChannel endpoints. This link is often much smaller than the aggregate band-

width of the vPCs connected to the endpoint pair. Cisco technologies such as vPC are

specifically designed to limit the use of this ISL specifically to switch management traffic

and the occasional traffic flow from a failed network port. Technologies from other ven-

dors are not designed with this goal in mind, and in fact, are dramatically limited in scale

especially because they require the use of the ISL for control traffic and approximately

half the data throughput of the peer devices. For a small environment, this approach

might be adequate, but it will not suffice for an environment in which many terabits of

data traffic might be present.

Introducing Layer 2 Multi-Pathing (L2MP)

IETF Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL) is a new Layer 2 topology-

based capability. With the Nexus 7000 switch, Cisco already supports a prestandards ver-

sion of TRILL called FabricPath, enabling customers to benefit from this technology
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before the ratification of the IETF TRILL standard. (For the Nexus 7000 switch, the

migration from Cisco FabricPath to IETF TRILL protocol, a simple software upgrade

migration path is planned. In other words, no hardware upgrades are required.)

Generically, we will refer to TRILL and FabricPath as “Layer 2 Multi-Pathing (L2MP).”

The operational benefits of L2MP are as follows:

■ Enables Layer 2 multipathing in the Layer 2 DC network (up to 16 links). This pro-

vides much greater cross-sectional bandwidth for both client-to-server (North-to-

South) and server-to-server (West-to-East) traffic.

■ Provides built-in loop prevention and mitigation with no need to use the STP. This

significantly reduces the operational risk associated with the day-to-day manage-

ment and troubleshooting of a nontopology-based protocol, like STP.

■ Provides a single control plane for unknown unicast, unicast, broadcast, and multi-

cast traffic.

■ Enhances mobility and virtualization in the FabricPath network with a larger OSI

Layer 2 domain. It also helps with simplifying service automation workflow by sim-

ply having less service dependencies to configure and manage.

What follows is an amusing poem by Ray Perlner that can be found in the IETF TRILL

draft that captures the benefits of building a topology free of STP:

I hope that we shall one day see,

A graph more lovely than a tree.

A graph to boost efficiency,

While still configuration-free.

A network where RBridges can,

Route packets to their target LAN.

The paths they find, to our elation,

Are least cost paths to destination!

With packet hop counts we now see,

The network need not be loop-free!

RBridges work transparently,

Without a common spanning tree.

(Source: Algorhyme V2, by Ray Perlner from IETF draft-perlman-trill-rbridge-protocol)
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Network Services and Fabric Evolution in the Data Center

This section looks at the evolution of data center networking from an Ethernet protocol

(OSI Layer 2) virtualization perspective. The section then looks at how network services

(for example, firewalls, load balancers, and so on) are evolving within the data center.

Figure 3-7 illustrates the two evolution trends happening in the data center.

1. Virtualization of Data Center Network I/O

From a supply-side perspective, the transition to a converged I/O infrastructure fabric is a

result of the evolution of network technology to the point where a single fabric has suffi-

cient throughput, low-enough latency, sufficient reliability, and lower-enough cost to be

the economically viable solution for the data center network today.

From the demand side, multicore CPUs spawning the development of virtualized com-

pute infrastructures have placed increased demand of I/O bandwidth at the access layer

of the data center. In addition to bandwidth, virtual machine mobility also requires the

flexibility of service dependencies such as storage. Unified I/O infrastructure fabric

enables the abstraction of the overlay service (for example, file [IP] or block-based [FC]

storage) that supports the architectural principle of flexibility: “Wire once, any protocol,

any time.”
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Aggregation

BB

Access Layer

Virtual
Access

Non-Unified I/O
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Figure 3-7 Evolution of I/O Fabric and Service Deployment in the DC
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Table 3-2 Features and Benefits of Data Center Bridging

Feature Benefit

Priority-based Flow Control (PFC)

(IEEE 802.1 Qbb)

Provides the capability to manage a bursty,

single-traffic source on a multiprotocol link

Enhanced Transmission Selection (ETS)

(IEEE 802.1 Qaz)

Enables bandwidth management between traf-

fic types for multiprotocol links

Congestion Notification

(IEEE 802.1 Qau)

Addresses the problem of sustained congestion

by moving corrective action to the network

edge

Data Center Bridging Exchange (DCBX)

Protocol

Allows autoexchange of Ethernet parameters

between switches and endpoints

Abstraction between the virtual network infrastructure and the physical networking

causes its own challenge in regard to maintaining end-to-end control of service traffic

from a policy enforcement perspective. Virtual Network Link (VN-Link) is a set of stan-

dards-based solutions from Cisco that enables policy-based network abstraction to

recouple the virtual and physical network policy domains.

Cisco and other major industry vendors have made standardization proposals in the IEEE

to address networking challenges in virtualized environments. The resulting standards

tracks are IEEE 802.1Qbg Edge Virtual Bridging and IEEE 802.1Qbh Bridge Port

Extension.

The Data Center Bridging (DCB) architecture is based on a collection of open-standard

Ethernet extensions developed through the IEEE 802.1 working group to improve and

expand Ethernet networking and management capabilities in the data center. It helps

ensure delivery over lossless fabrics and I/O convergence onto a unified fabric. Each ele-

ment of this architecture enhances the DCB implementation and creates a robust Ethernet

infrastructure to meet data center requirements now and in the future. Table 3-2 lists the

main features and benefits of the DCB architecture.

IEEE DCB builds on classical Ethernet’s strengths, adds several crucial extensions to pro-

vide the next-generation infrastructure for data center networks, and delivers unified fab-

ric. We will now describe how each of the main features of the DCB architecture con-

tributes to a robust Ethernet network capable of meeting today’s growing application

requirements and responding to future data center network needs.

Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) enables link sharing that is critical to I/O consolida-

tion. For link sharing to succeed, large bursts from one traffic type must not affect other

traffic types, large queues of traffic from one traffic type must not starve other traffic

types’ resources, and optimization for one traffic type must not create high latency for

small messages of other traffic types. The Ethernet pause mechanism can be used to

control the effects of one traffic type on another. PFC is an enhancement to the pause
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mechanism. PFC enables pause based on user priorities or classes of service. A physical

link divided into eight virtual links, PFC provides the capability to use pause frame on a

single virtual link without affecting traffic on the other virtual links (the classical

Ethernet pause option stops all traffic on a link). Enabling pause based on user priority

allows administrators to create lossless links for traffic requiring no-drop service, such as

Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE), while retaining packet-drop congestion management

for IP traffic.

Traffic within the same PFC class can be grouped together and yet treated differently

within each group. ETS provides prioritized processing based on bandwidth allocation,

low latency, or best effort, resulting in per-group traffic class allocation. Extending the

virtual link concept, the network interface controller (NIC) provides virtual interface

queues, one for each traffic class. Each virtual interface queue is accountable for manag-

ing its allotted bandwidth for its traffic group, but has flexibility within the group to

dynamically manage the traffic. For example, virtual link 3 (of 8) for the IP class of traffic

might have a high-priority designation and a best effort within that same class, with the

virtual link 3 class sharing a defined percentage of the overall link with other traffic class-

es. ETS allows differentiation among traffic of the same priority class, thus creating prior-

ity groups.

In addition to IEEE DCB standards, Cisco Nexus data center switches include enhance-

ments such as FCoE multihop capabilities and lossless fabric to enable construction of a

Unified Fabric.

At this point to avoid any confusion, note that the term Converged Enhanced Ethernet

(CEE) was defined by “CEE Authors,” an ad hoc group that consisted of over 50 develop-

ers from a broad range of networking companies that made prestandard proposals to the

IEEE prior to the IEEE 802.1 Working Group completing DCB standards.

FCoE is the next evolution of the Fibre Channel networking and Small Computer System

Interface (SCSI) block storage connectivity model. FCoE maps Fibre Channel onto Layer

2 Ethernet, allowing the combination of LAN and SAN traffic onto a link and enabling

SAN users to take advantage of the economy of scale, robust vendor community, and

road map of Ethernet. The combination of LAN and SAN traffic on a link is called uni-

fied fabric. Unified fabric eliminates adapters, cables, and devices, resulting in savings

that can extend the life of the data center. FCoE enhances server virtualization initiatives

with the availability of standard server I/O, which supports the LAN and all forms of

Ethernet-based storage networking, eliminating specialized networks from the data cen-

ter. FCoE is an industry standard developed by the same standards body that creates and

maintains all Fibre Channel standards. FCoE is specified under INCITS as FC-BB-5.

FCoE is evolutionary in that it is compatible with the installed base of Fibre Channel as

well as being the next step in capability. FCoE can be implemented in stages nondisrup-

tively on installed SANs. FCoE simply tunnels a full Fibre Channel frame onto Ethernet.

With the strategy of frame encapsulation and deencapsulation, frames are moved, with-

out overhead, between FCoE and Fibre Channel ports to allow connection to installed

Fibre Channel.
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For a comprehensive and detailed review of DCB, TRILL, FCoE and other emerging pro-

tocols, refer to the book I/O Consolidation in the Data Center, by Silvano Gai and

Claudio DeSanti from Cisco Press.

2. Virtualization of Network Services

Application networking services, such as load balancers and WAN accelerators, have

become integral building blocks in modern data center designs. These Layer 4–7 services

provide service scalability, improve application performance, enhance end-user productiv-

ity, help reduce infrastructure costs through optimal resource utilization, and monitor

quality of service. They also provide security services (that is, policy enforcement points

[PEP] such as firewalls and intrusion protection systems [IPS]) to isolate applications and

resources in consolidated data centers and cloud environments that along with other con-

trol mechanisms and hardened processes, ensure compliance and reduce risk.

Deploying Layer 4 through 7 services in virtual data centers has, however, been extreme-

ly challenging. Traditional service deployments are completely at odds with highly scala-

ble virtual data center designs, with mobile workloads, dynamic networks, and strict

SLAs. Security, as aforementioned, is just one required service that is frequently cited as

the biggest challenge to enterprises adopting cost-saving virtualization and cloud-com-

puting architectures.

As illustrated in Figure 3-8, Cisco Nexus 7000 Series switches can be segmented into vir-

tual devices based on business need. These segmented virtual switches are referred to as

virtual device contexts (VDC). Each configured VDC presents itself as a unique device

to connected users within the framework of that physical switch. VDCs therefore deliver

true segmentation of network traffic, context-level fault isolation, and management

through the creation of independent hardware and software partitions. The VDC runs as

a separate logical entity within the switch, maintaining its own unique set of running

software processes, having its own configuration, and being managed by a separate

administrator.

The possible use cases for VDCs include the following:

■ Offer a secure network partition for the traffic of multiple departments, enabling de-

partments to administer and maintain their own configurations independently

■ Facilitate the collapsing of multiple tiers within a data center for total cost reduction

in both capital and operational expenses, with greater asset utilization

■ Test new configuration or connectivity options on isolated VDCs on the production

network, which can dramatically improve the time to deploy services
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Multitenancy in the Data Center

Figure 3-9 shows multitenant infrastructure providing end-to-end logical separation

between different tenants and shows how a cloud IaaS provider can provide a robust end-

to-end multitenant services platform. Multitenant in this context is the ability to share a

single physical and logical set of infrastructure across many stakeholders and customers.

This is nothing revolutionary; the operational model to isolate customers from one anoth-

er has been well established in wide-area networks (WAN) using technologies such as
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Figure 3-9 End-to-End “Separacy”—Building the Multitenant Infrastructure

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS). Therefore, multitenancy in the DC is an evolu-

tion of a well-established paradigm, albeit with some additional technologies such as

VLANs and Virtual Network Tags (VN-Tag) combined with virtualized network services

(for example, session load balancers, firewalls, and IPS PEP instances).

In addition to multitenancy, architects need to think about how to provide multitier appli-

cations and their associated network and service design, including from a security pos-

ture perspective a multizone overlay capability. In other words, to build a functional and

secure service, one needs to take into account multiple functional demands, as illustrated

in Figure 3-10.
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The challenge is being able to “stitch” together the required service components (each

with their own operational-level agreement (OLAs underpin an SLA) to form a service

chain that delivers the end-to-end service attributes (legally formalized by a service-level

agreement [SLA]) that the end customer desires. This has to be done within the context of

the application tier design and security zoning requirements.

Real-time capacity and capability posture reporting of a given infrastructure are only just

beginning to be delivered to the market. Traditional ITIL Configuration Management

Systems (CMS) have not been designed to run in real-time environments. The conse-

quence is that to deploy a service chain with known quantitative and qualitative attrib-

utes, one must take a structured approach to service deployment/service activation. This

structured approach requires a predefined infrastructure modeling of the capacity and

capability of service elements and their proximity and adjacency to each other. A prede-

fined service chain, known more colloquially as a network container, can therefore be

activated on the infrastructure as a known unit of consumption. A service chain is a

group of technical topology building blocks, as illustrated in Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-11 Network Containers for Virtual Private Cloud Deployment

As real-time IT capacity- and capability-reporting tooling becomes available, ostensibly

requiring autodiscovery and reporting capabilities of all infrastructure in a addition to

flexible meta models and data (that is, rules on how a component can connect to other

components—for example, a firewall instance can connect to a VLAN but not a VRF),

providers and customers will be able to take an unstructured approach to service chain

deployments. In other words, a customer will be able to create his own blueprint and

publish within his own service catalogue to consume or even publish the blueprint into

the provider’s service portfolio for others to consume, thereby enabling a “prosumer”

model (prosumer being a portmanteau of producer and consumer).

Service Assurance
As illustrated in Figure 3-12, SLAs have evolved through necessity from those based only

on general network performance in Layers 1 through 3 (measuring metrics such as jitter

and availability), to SLAs increasingly focused on network performance for specific appli-

cations (as managed by technologies such as a WAN optimization controller), to SLAs

based on specific application metrics and business process SLAs based on key perform-

ance indicators (KPI) such as cycle time or productivity rate. Examples of KPIs are the

number of airline passengers who check in per hour or the number of new customer

accounts provisioned.
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Customers expect that their critical business processes (such as payroll and order fulfill-

ment) will always be available and that sufficient resources are provided by the service

provider to ensure application performance, even in the event that a server fails or if a

data center becomes unavailable. This requires cloud providers to be able to scale up data

center resources, ensure the mobility of virtual machines within the data center and

across data centers, and provide supplemental computer resources in another data center,

if needed.

With their combined data center and Cisco IP NGN assets, service providers can attract

relationships with independent software vendors with SaaS offerings, where end cus-

tomers purchase services from the SaaS provider while the service provider delivers an

assured end-to-end application experience.

In addition to SLAs for performance over the WAN and SLAs for application availability,

customers expect that their hosted applications will have security protection in an exter-

nal hosting environment. In many cases, they want the cloud service provider to improve

the performance of applications in the data center and over the WAN, minimizing appli-

cation response times and mitigating the effects of latency and congestion.

With their private IP/MPLS networks, cloud service providers can enhance application

performance and availability in the cloud and deliver the visibility, monitoring, and

reporting that customers require for assurance. As cloud service providers engineer their

solutions, they should consider how they can continue to improve on their service offer-

ings to support not only network and application SLAs but also SLAs for application

transactions and business processes.

• Traditional SPs/MSPs can differentiate from OTPs by providing a
   end-to-end SLA as opposed to resource-specific SLA

• End-to-end monitoring of service delivery is critical in this differentiation
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Service assurance solutions today need to cope with rapidly changing infrastructure con-

figurations as well as understand the status of a service with the backdrop of ever-chang-

ing customer ownership of a service. The solution also needs to understand the context

of a service that can span traditionally separate IT domains, such as the IP WAN and the

Data Center Network (DCN).

Ideally, such a solution should ideally be based on a single platform and code base design

that eliminates some of the complexities of understanding a service in a dynamic environ-

ment. This makes it easier to understand and support the cloud services platform and also

eliminates costly and time-consuming product integration work. However, the single-plat-

form design should not detract from scalability and performance that would be required

in a large virtual public cloud environment and obviously with an HA deployment model

supported.

Northbound and southbound integration to third-party tools, with well-defined and doc-

umented message format and workflow that allow direct message interaction and web

integration APIs, is an absolute basic requirement to build a functional system.

An IaaS assurance deployment requires a real-time and extensible data model that can

support the following:

■ Normalized object representation of multiple types of devices and domain managers,

their components, and configuration

■ Flexible enough to represent networking equipment, operating systems, data center

environmental equipment, standalone and chassis servers, and domain managers such

as vSphere, vCloud Director, and Cisco UCS

■ Able to manage multiple overlapping relationships among and between managed

resources

■ Peer relationships, such as common membership in groups

■ Parent-child relationships, such as the relationship between a UCS chassis and blade

■ Fixed dependency relationships, such as the relationship between a process and an

operating system

■ Mobile dependency relationships, such as the relationship between a VM and its

current host system

■ Cross-silo discovered relationships, such as the relationship between a virtual host and

a logical unit number (LUN) that represents network attached logical storage volume

■ Linkages between managed objects and management data streams, such as event

database and performance metrics

■ Security boundaries between sets of managed objects and subsets of users to enable

use in multitenant environments

■ Developer-extensible to allow common capabilities to be developed for all customers

■ Field-extensible to enable services teams and customers to meet uncommon or

unique requirements
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The ability to define logical relationships among service elements to represent the techni-

cal definition of a service is a critical step in providing a service-oriented impact analysis.

Service elements include

■ Physical: Systems, infrastructure, and network devices

■ Logical: Aspects of a service that must be measured or evaluated

■ Virtual: Software components, for example, processes

■ Reference: Elements represented by other domain managers

In addition, to understand the service components, the service element relationships are

both fixed and dynamic and need to be tracked. Fixed relationships identify definitions,

such as the fact that this web application belongs to this service. Dynamic relationships are

managed by the model, such as identifying as an example which Cisco UCS chassis is host-

ing an ESX server where a virtual machine supporting this service is currently running.

Service policies evaluate the state of and relationships among elements and provide impact

roll-up so that the services affected by a low-level device failure are known. They assist in

root cause identification so that from the service a multilevel deep failure in the infra-

structure can be seen to provide up, down, and degraded service states. (For example, if a

single web server in a load-balanced group is down, the service might be degraded.)

Finally, service policies provide event storm filtering, roll-up, and windowing functions.

All this information, service elements, relationships, and service policies provide service

visualization that allows operations to quickly determine the current state of a service,

service elements, and current dynamic network and infrastructure resources, and in addi-

tion allow service definition and tuning. A good example of a service assurance tool that

supports these attributes and capabilities can be found at www.zenoss.com.

Evolution of the Services Platform
Organizations tend to adopt a phased strategy when building a utility service platform.

Figure 3-13 shows a four-step approach that actually is a simplification of the actual jour-

ney to be undertaken by the end customer. How such a goal is realized does heavily

depend on the current state of the architecture. For example, are we starting from a green-

field or brownfield deployment? What services are to be offered to whom, at what price

and when? All these factors need decided up front during the service creation phase.
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Figure 3-13 Evolving Customer Needs from Service Platform

The phasing closely maps to the IT industry evolution we discussed earlier in this chapter:

1. Virtualization of the end-to-end infrastructure

2. Automation of the service life cycle from provisioning to assurance

3. Deployment and integration of the service infrastructure, that is, customer portal,

billing, and CRM

4. Deployment of intercloud technologies and protocols to enable migration of work-

loads and their dependencies

Migration of existing applications onto the new services platform requires extensive

research and planning in regard not only to the technical feasibility but also the feasibility

in regard to current operational and governance constraints which, with this authors’

experience to date, prove to be the most challenging aspects to get right. It is essential

that technical and business stakeholders work together to ensure success.

Building a virtualization management strategy at tool set is key to success for the first

phase. The benefits gained through virtualization can be lost without an effective virtual-

ization management strategy. Virtual server management requires changes in policies sur-

rounding operations, naming conventions, chargeback, and security. Although many
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server and desktop virtualization technologies come with their own sets of management

capabilities, businesses should also evaluate third-party tools to plug any gaps in manage-

ment. These tools should answer questions such as, “How much infrastructure capacity

and capability do I have?” or “What are the service dependencies?” in real time.

Virtualization, as discussed earlier, helps to deliver infrastructure multitenant capability.

This means the ability to group and manage a set of constrained resources (normally vir-

tual) that can be used exclusively by a customer and is isolated from other customer-

assigned resources at both the data and management planes (for example, customer por-

tal and life cycle management tools). A good example of a tool that can achieve this level

of abstraction is the Cisco Cloud Portal (CCP) that provides RBAC-based entitlement

views and management or, from a service activation approach example, network contain-

ers as aforementioned in this chapter.

The second phase is to introduce service automation through (ideally) end-to-end IT orches-

tration (also known as Run Book Automation) and service assurance tools. This phase is all

about speed and quality of IT service delivery at scale, with predictability and availability at

lower change management costs. In short, this is providing IT Service Management (ITSM)

in a workflow-based structured way using best-practice methodologies.

This second phase is a natural progression of software tool development to manage data

center infrastructure, physical and virtual. This development timeline is shown in Figure

3-14. The IT industry is now adopting ‘programmatic’ software to model underlying infra-

structure capability and capacity. Within these software models, technology and busi-

ness rules can be built within to ensure compliance and standardization of IT infrastruc-

ture. We discuss an example of this type programmatic model tooling in Chapter 5 when

we discuss the ‘Network Hypervisor’ product.

The third phase is building and integrating service capabilities. Service-enabling tools

include a customer portal and a service catalogue in conjunction with SLA reporting and

metering, chargeback, and reporting. (Service catalogue is often an overused term that

actually consists of multiple capabilities, for example, portfolio management, demand

management, request catalogue, and life cycle management). From an operational per-

spective, integration of IT orchestration software (for example, Cisco Enterprise

Orchestrator) along with smart domain/resource management tools completes the end-to-

end service enablement of infrastructure. This third phase is about changing the culture

of the business to one that is service lead rather than product lead. This requires organi-

zational, process, and governance changes within the business.

Technology to support the fourth phase of this journey is only just starting to appear in

the marketplace at the time of this writing. The ability to migrate workloads and service

chains over large distances between (cloud) service providers requires an entire range of

technological and service-related constraints that are being addressed. Chapter 5, “The

Cisco Cloud Strategy,” will discuss some of these constraints in detail.
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Figure 3-14 Evolution of Data Center Management Tools

Summary
Cisco believes that the network platform is a foundational component of a utility service

platform as it is critical to providing intelligent connectivity within and beyond the data

center. With the right built-in and external tools, the network is ideally placed to provide

a secure, trusted, and robust services platform.

The network is the natural home for management and enforcement of policies relating to

risk, performance, and cost. Only the network sees all data, connected resources, and

user interactions within and between clouds. The network is thus uniquely positioned to

monitor and meter usage and performance of distributed services and infrastructure. An

analogy for the network in this context would be the human body’s autonomic nervous

system (ANS) that acts as a system (functioning largely below the level of consciousness)

that controls visceral (inner organ) functions. ANS is usually divided into sensory (affer-

ent) and motor (efferent) subsystems that is analogous to visibility and control capabili-

ties we need from a services platform to derive a desired outcome. Indeed, at the time of

this writing, there is a lot of academic research into managing complex network systems,

might they be biological, social, or traditional IT networking. Management tools for the

data center and wider networks have moved from a user-centric focus (for example, GUI

design) to today’s process-centric programmatic capabilities. In the future, the focus will

most likely shift toward behavioral- and then cognitive-based capabilities.
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The network also has a pivotal role to play in promoting resilience and reliability. For

example, the network, with its unique end-to-end visibility, helps support dynamic

orchestration and redirection of workloads through embedded policy-based control

capabilities. The network is inherently aware of the physical location of resources and

users. Context-aware services can anticipate the needs of users and deploy resources

appropriately, balancing end-user experience, risk management, and the cost of service.
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compared to ITIL, 126-129

ETS (Enhanced Transmission
Selection), 55

event management, 159, 257-259

eventual consistency, 89

exabytes (XB), 91

eXtensible Markup Language (XML),
348

F
FAB (Fullfillment, Assurance, and

Billing), 333

fabric evolution, 53-56

Fabric Manager System (FMS), 195

FabricPath, 52

facilities model capacity model, 
270-271

fault management, 194

ANM (Application Networking
Manager), 196

CIC (Cisco Info Center), 196

DCNM (Data Center Network
Manager), 194

fault management service, 141

USC Manager, 195

use cases, 197-198
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358 FCAPS management functions

FCAPS management functions, 129

FCoE (Fibre Channel over Ethernet),
55, 242, 333 

federation, 236

financial management and business
impact, 150

financing of workload variability, 83

flexibility, 39

FlexPods, 239-242

framework and management model,
134-137

application/service layer, 136

physical resource layer, 137

resource control layer, 136

resource-abstracted virtualization
layer, 136

fulfillment. See service fulfillment

Fullfillment, Assurance, and Billing
(FAB), 333 

functional application classifications,
23-24

G
GB (gigabytes), 91

Global Risks Network report, 90

governance, 72

GRC Stack, 77

The Green Grid, 41

Green Grid, 271

H
HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability

and Accountability Act), 333

history of IT service delivery, 87-89

hosted cloud, 28

hybrid cloud, 11

case study: hybrid cloud provider, 301

business goals, 304-305

Cisco cloud enablement services,
301-303

cloud maturity, 307-308

cloud reference model, 310-312

cloud strategy, 306-307

company profile, 303

Diggit service requirements, 325

IT platform, 308

network architecture, 317-320

orchestration and automation
transition architecture, 
314-316

orchestration architecture, 
320-322

out-of-the-box services, 322-325

private cloud services, 312-314

Telco solution, 317

evolution toward, 115-116

hypervisor technology

Cisco Network Hypervisor, 103-106

explained, 40, 233

I
IA (information assurance), 333

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), 
223, 333 

applications, 30

billing and chargeback, 214

capacity management, 263-265

cloud capacity model, 265-271

maturity, 265

Cisco IaaS enablement, 298-299

definition of, 14, 333
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International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 359

developing and offering cloud 
products, 228-231

as foundation, 28-31

persisting service data, 233-237

provisioning and activating services,
231-232

service assurance, 62

service composition, 223-228

IAL (Information Assurance Levels), 71

IBM CMDB (Configuration
Management Database), 234

IC (intellectual capital), 333 

ICP (Intelligent Cloud Platform), 114

ICS (Integrated Compute Stacks), 
109, 239

IDM (identity management), 147, 333

IEEE (Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers), 334

implementation, TMF eTOM versus
ITIL, 128

incident management, 
133, 157-158, 257

INCITS (International Committee for
Information Technology Standards),
334

industry direction, 40-41

information

classification of, 70-72

BIL (Business Impact Levels), 71

ISO 27001 information 
classification policy, 74-76

U.S. Classification Levels, 71-72

growth and complexity, 90-92

information assurance (IA), 333

Information Assurance Levels (IAL), 71

Information Technology (IT)
Infrastructure Library. See ITIL
(Information Technology
Infrastructure Library)

Infrastructure as a Service. See IaaS
(Infrastructure as a Service)

infrastructure containers, 22

infrastructure evolution to support
cloud services, 113-114

evolution toward hybrid and 
community clouds, 115-116

ICP (Intelligent Cloud Platform), 114

NPS (Network Positioning System),
114-115

infrastructure layer (end-to-end 
architecture model), 170

infrastructure model

infrastructure logical model, 242

provisioning, 248-250

innovation, 85

Innovation Value Institute, 38

Integrated Compute Stacks (ICS), 
109, 239

integration, 284-287

data models, 286-287

decoupling services from 
implementation, 285-286

of management systems/functions, 138

cloud provider challenges, 
138-139

integration enablers, 139-141

SOA (Service-Oriented
Architecture), 139

integration enablers, 139-141

Intelligent Cloud Platform (ICP), 114

International Organization for
Standardization (ISO)

definition of, 334

ISO 27001 information classification
policy, 74-76
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360 International Telecommunications Union-Telecommunications Section

International Telecommunications
Union-Telecommunications Section.
See ITU-T (International
Telecommunications Union-
Telecommunications Section)

Internet Protocol (IP), 334 

interoperability, 39

inventory service, 141

I/O, data center network I/O, 53-56

IP (Internet Protocol), 334

IPSec, 334

ISO (International Organization for
Standardization)

definition of, 334

ISO 27001 information classification
policy, 74-76

ISP (Internet service provider), 335

IT Capability Maturity Framework
(IT-CMF), 38

IT continuity managers, 279

IT operations management, 157, 279

IT platform (hybrid cloud provider
case study), 308

IT Service Continuity Management
(ITSCM), 186-188

IT service delivery

history of, 87-89

information growth and complexity,
90-92

market and technology development,
90

IT Service Management (ITSM), 65

IT services. See services

IT-CMF (IT Capability Maturity
Framework), 38

ITIL (Information Technology
Infrastructure Library), 73, 118

benefits of, 121-122

compared to TMF eTOM, 126-129

definition of, 335

history of, 122

ITIL Version 2, 122-123

ITIL Version 3, 123-126

CSI (Continuous Service
Improvement), 126

service design, 125

service fulfillment, 143-161

service operation, 126

service strategy, 125

service transition, 125-126

service assurance, 173-175

CSI (Continuous Service
Improvement), 189-190

operate phase, 189

service design phase, 177-188

service strategy phase, 175-177

transition phase, 189

ITSCM (IT Service Continuity
Management), 186-188

ITSM (IT Service Management), 65

ITU-T (International
Telecommunications Union-
Telecommunications Section)

definition of, 118, 335

TMN (Telecommunications
Management Network)

FCAPS management functions,
129

layers and management 
functions, 129-132

J-K
key performance indicators. See KPIs

(key performance indicators)

KPIs (key performance indicators), 335

for availability management, 179

for capacity management, 181

for ITSCM, 188

for service levels, 183-185
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management 361

L
L2MP (Layer 2 Multi-Pathing), 51-52

LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and
Perl/PHP/Python), 336

LANs (local area networks)

definition of, 336

VXLAN (Virtual extensible local-area
network), 97

Layer 2 boundaries, machine mobility
across, 100-103

Layer 2 Ethernet networks, 49-51

Layer 2 Multi-Pathing (L2MP), 51-52

layers (TMN), 129-132

life cycle management, 256-257

access management, 259-260

cloud service desk, 261

CSI (Continuous Service
Improvement), 261

event management, 257-259

incident and problem management, 257

operations management, 260-261

request fulfillment, 259

life cycle services (end-to-end 
architecture model), 169

Line of Business (LOB), 279

LISP (Locator Identifier Separation
Protocol), 101-103, 336

load balancer design pattern, 21

LOB (Line of Business), 279

local area networks (LANs)

definition of, 336

VXLAN (Virtual extensible local-area
network), 97

Locator Identifier Separation Protocol
(LISP), 101-103, 336

loose coupling, 285-286

M
machine mobility across Layer 3

boundaries, 100-103

Manage Contact process, 231

management

access management, 259-260

antivirus management, 260

applications management, 157

availability management, 178-179

capacity management, 179-181, 
263-265

cloud capacity model, 265-271

demand forecasting, 272-274

maturity, 265

procurement, 274-275

change management, 155

demand management, 149-150, 177

event management, 159, 257-259

fault management, 194

ANM (Application Networking
Manager), 196

CIC (Cisco Info Center), 196

DCNM (Data Center Network
Manager), 195

USC Manager, 195

use cases, 197-198

financial management and business
impact, 150

incident management, 157-158, 257

integration with functions, 138

cloud provider challenges, 
138-139

integration enablers, 139-141

SOA (Service-Oriented
Architecture), 139

IT operations management, 157

operations management, 260-261
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362 management

performance management, 199-203

policy management, 103-106

problem management, 158-159, 257

risk management, 150-151

service asset and configuration 
management, 155

service catalog management, 151-152

service-level management, 182-184

supplier management, 185-186

technical management functions, 157

TMN (Telecommunications
Management Network), 129-132

virtualization management, 8-9

management reference architecture,
137-138

Manager of Managers (MoM), 336

market

explained, 49

market and technology 
development, 90

maturity models

case study: hybrid cloud provider,
307-308

cloud maturity model, 292-295

Cisco IaaS enablement, 298-299

cloud current state to future state
evolution, 295

data center evolution, 294

example of, 295-296

solutions, 297

transitional architectures, 296

CMMI (Capability Maturity Model
Integration), 291-292

Data Center Maturity Model, 271

explained, 291

MB (megabytes), 91

MDE (MPLS Diagnostic Expert), 259

megabytes (MB), 91

metering layer (billing and 
chargeback), 220

metrics, 41

MIB (Management Information Base),
336

middleware, 141

migration, 155

modeling capabilities, 245-246

modeling constraints, 246

modularity, 40

MoM (Manager of Managers), 336

monitoring

end-to-end monitoring flow, 190-192

explained, 261

MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label
Switching), 337

MPLS Diagnostic Expert (MDE), 259

MTOSI (Multi-Technology Operations
Systems Interface), 287, 337

Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS), 337

Multi-Technology Operations Systems
Interface (MTOSI), 287, 337 

multitenancy, 57-60

MySQL, 337

N
NaaS (Network as a Service), 112

NAND (negated AND gate memory),
337 

National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), 338

NCCM (Network Configuration and
Change Management), 153, 338

NEL (Network Element Layer), 
131, 338
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orchestration 363

NEs (network elements), 338

NetApp FAS storage arrays, 242

NetQoS, 200

NetVoyant (NV), 200

network abstraction service, 141

network architecture (hybrid cloud
provider case study), 317-320

Network as a Service (NaaS), 112

Network Configuration and Change
Management (NCCM), 131, 153

network containers, creating, 251

Network Element Layer (NEL), 131

Network Hypervisor, 103-106

Network Management Layer. See
NML (Network Management Layer)

network model capacity models, 
267-268

Network Positioning System (NPS),
114-115

network services, 53-56

data center network I/O, 53-56

virtualization of, 56

Network Services Virtualization
Engine (NSVE), 105-106

network virtualization, 6-7

Newscale Service Catalogue and
Portal technology, 231

NIST (National Institute of Standards
and Technology), 338

NML (Network Management Layer),
131, 339

NMS (Network Management System),
339

NPS (Network Positioning System),
114-115

NSVE (Network Services
Virtualization Engine), 105-106

NV (NetVoyant), 200

O
OA&M (Operations, Administration

& Maintenance), 339

objectives, TMF eTOM versus ITIL,
127

offering cloud products, 228-231

OGC (Office of Government
Commerce), 339. See also ITIL
(Information Technology
Infrastructure Library)

OLA (operational-level agreement), 339

on-boarding resources, 239-247

modeling capabilities, 245-246

modeling constraints, 246

physical infrastructure model, 241

resource-aware infrastructure, 
246-247

tenant model, 243-245

on-demand self-service provisioning, 10

open API, 287-288

The Open Group Architecture
Framework (TOGAF), 32, 73

open source projects, 111-112

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI),
340 

Open Virtualization Format (OVF), 101

OpenStack, 111-112

operate phase (service assurance), 189

operating model, 31-32

operational view, 278

Operations, Administration &
Maintenance (AO&M), 

operations management, 260-261

orchestration

case study: hybrid cloud provider,
314-316, 320-322

service orchestration, 
145-153, 164-165, 248-250
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364 Order-to-Cash (OTC) model

Order-to-Cash (OTC) model, 216-218

organization, provisioning, 250

organization vDCs, 22

OSI (Open Systems Interconnection),
340

OSR (Operations Support and
Readiness), 340

OSs (operating systems), 340

OSS (Operations Support Systems), 340

OTC (Order-to-Cash) model, 216-218

OTV (Overlay Transport Virtualization),
340

OVF (Open Virtualization Format), 101

P
P routers, 341

PaaS (Platform as a Service)

applications, 29-30

billing and chargeback, 214-215

definition of, 13-14, 341

partners, 147-148, 280

patching, 260

Patterns of Business Activity (PBA),
149

pay per use, 10, 84, 209

Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS), 229

PB (petabytes), 91

PBA (Patterns of Business Activity), 149

PCI (Peripheral Component
Interconnect), 341

PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standard), 229

PE (provider edge), 341

penetration testing, 74

performance management, 199-203

Perlner, Ray, 52

persisting service data, 233-237

petabytes (PB), 91

PFC (Priority-based Flow Control), 55

PHP (personal home page), 341

physical infrastructure model, 241

physical resource layer 
(cloud framework), 137

placement strategies, 253-255

Platform as a Service. See PaaS
(Platform as a Service)

POD (point of delivery), 
109-110, 239-242

point of delivery (POD), 
109-110, 239-242

policies

policy management, 103-106

for portal functionality control, 
282-283

Pollio, Marcus Vitruvius, 36

portals, 280-284

CCP (Cisco Cloud Portal), 281-282

example of, 281

policies, 282-283

RightScale architecture, 283-284

PortChannel technology, 51

power consumption, 41

Priority-based Flow Control (PFC), 55

private cloud

case study: hybrid cloud provider,
312-314

explained, 11, 27

problem management, 
133, 158-159, 257

process model, 133-134

processes

Activate Service process, 231

Manage Contact process, 231

order-to-cash process flow, 216-218
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Restricted BIL (Business Impact Level) 365

Provision Service process, 231

Sell Service process, 231

service strategy (ITIL V3), 147-148

procurement, 274-275

products

developing and offering, 228-231

service strategy (ITIL V3), 147-148

Proprietary classification level, 75

Protect BIL (Business Impact Level), 71

provider vDCs, 22

providers. See cloud providers

Provision Service process, 231

provisioning

infrastructure model, 248-250

organization and VDC, 250

services. See service fulfillment

Public classification level, 75

public cloud, 11, 27

PUE (power usage efficiency), 41, 341

Q
QoE (quality of experience), 341

QoS (quality of service), 342

Quantum, 112

R
RA (Route Analytics), 200

RADIUS (Remote Authentication 
Dial-In User Service), 342

RAID (Redundant Array of
Independent Disks), 342

RAM (Risk Assessment Model), 74

RAT (Risks Assessment Team), 74

rating, 209

RBAC (Role-Based Access Control), 283

RBIC (Rules-Based Intellectual
Capital), 342

Recovery Point Objective (RPO), 186

Recovery Time Objective (RTO), 186

reference architecture, 133

cloud framework and management
model, 134-137

application/service layer, 136

physical resource layer, 137

resource control layer, 136

resource-abstracted virtualiza-
tion layer, 136

management reference architecture,
137-138

process model, 133-134

reliability, 39

reports

BIA (Business Impact Analysis)
reports, 74

Global Risks Network report, 90

Representational State Transfer
(REST), 288

request fulfillment, 259

resource control layer 
(cloud framework), 136

resource management layer 
(end-to-end architecture model), 169

resource pooling, 11

resource-abstracted virtualization
layer (cloud framework), 136

resource-aware infrastructure, 
246-247

resources. See cloud resources

REST (Representational State
Transfer), 287

restore, 260

Restricted BIL (Business Impact
Level), 71
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366 RightScale architecture

RightScale architecture, 283-284

risk assessment

BIA (Business Impact Analysis)
reports, 74

BIL (Business Impact Levels), 74

and classification of information, 
70-72

COBIT (Control Objectives for
Information and Related
Technology), 72-73

compliance, 76-77

governance, 72

ISO 27001 information classification
policy, 74-76

ITIL (Information Technology
Infrastructure Library), 73

penetration testing, 74

RAM (Risk Assessment Model), 74

RAT (Risks Assessment Team), 74

risk management, 150-151

TOGAF (The Open Group
Architecture Framework), 73

VA (vulnerability analysis), 74

Risk Assessment Model (RAM), 74

Risks Assessment Team (RAT), 74

robustness, 40

ROI (return on investment), 
15-16, 342

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), 283

roles (consumer), 278-280

Route Analytics (RA), 200

RPO (Recovery Point Objective), 186

RTO (Recovery Time Objective), 186

Rules-Based Intellectual Capital
(RBIC), 342

Run Book Automation, 65

S
SA (Super Agent), 200

SAA (service assurance agent), 343

SaaS (Software as a Service)

applications, 28

definition of, 13

SANs (storage-area networks), 343

scalability, 10, 39

scatter and gather design pattern, 21

SCCE (Society of Corporate
Compliance and Ethics), 76

scope, TMF eTOM versus ITIL, 127

Secret BIL (Business Impact Level), 71

Secret classification level, 72

security, 40

risk analysis. See risk assessment

security managers, 279

in service design, 153

SEI (Software Engineering Institute), 38

self-care, providing, 280-284

Sell Service process, 231

server virtualization, 3-5

service architects, 280

service asset and configuration 
management, 155

service assurance, 60-63, 173

architecture, 192-194

fault management, 194-198

performance management, 
199-203

end-to-end monitoring flow, 190-192

with ITIL V3, 173-175

CSI (Continuous Service
Improvement), 189-190

operate phase, 189

service design phase, 177-188
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service life cycle management 367

service strategy phase, 175-177

transition phase, 189

service automation, 46-47

service catalog management, 151-152

service catalog managers, 280

service composition (IaaS), 223-228

service criticality levels, 80

service data, persisting, 233-237

service delivery

history of, 87-89

information growth and complexity,
90-92

market and technology development,
90

service design (ITIL V3), 
125, 151-154, 177-178

availability management, 178-179

billing and chargeback, 154, 207-209

billing and charging architecture,
218-220

billing mediation, 209

charging, 209

cloud consumers, 210-211

cloud providers, 211-212

customer and vendor 
management domains, 213

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service),
214

OTC (Order-to-Cash) model,
216-218

PaaS (Platform as a Service),
214-215

pay per use, 209

rating, 209

SaaS (Software as a Service), 215

capacity management, 179-181

ITSCM (IT Service Continuity
Management), 186-188

NCCM (Network Configuration and
Change Management), 153

security, 153

service catalog management, 151-152

service orchestration, 
145-153, 164-165

service-level management, 182-184

SLA (service-level agreement), 154

supplier management, 185-186

service design managers, 280

service desk function, 
134, 156-157, 261

service fulfillment, 143

end-to-end architecture model, 
166-170

CMDB (Configuration
Management Database), 
169-170

collection platform/layer, 169

infrastructure layer, 170

life cycle services, 169

resource management layer, 169

service management layer, 168

user experience layer, 167-168

end-to-end service provisioning flow,
161-164

with ITIL V3, 143-144

CSI (Continuous Service
Improvement), 160-161

service design phase, 151-154

service operate phase, 155-159

service strategy phase, 145-151

service transition phase, 
154-155

service orchestration, 164-165

service life cycle management, 
256-257

access management, 259-260

cloud service desk, 261
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368 service life cycle management

CSI (Continuous Service
Improvement), 261

event management, 257-259

incident and problem management,
257

operations management, 260-261

request fulfillment, 259

service models. See specific 
service models

service operation (ITIL V3), 
126, 155-159

event management, 159

incident management, 157-158

problem management, 158-159

service desk function, 156-157

service fulfillment, 159

service orchestration. See
orchestration

service provisioning. See service 
fulfillment

service strategy (ITIL V3), 
125, 145-151

4Ps (people, processes, products,
partners), 147-148

business requirements, 176-177

cloud architecture assessment, 
145-148, 175-176

demand management, 149-150, 177

financial management and business
impact, 150

risk management, 150-151

service transition (ITIL V3), 
125-126, 154-155

service-level management, 182-184

service-level managers, 280

services, 69-70

adding to cloud, 248-253

creating application, 251

creating network container, 251

orchestration, 248-250

provisioning infrastructure
model, 248-250

provisioning organization and
VDC, 250

required components, 248

workflow design, 252-253

AWS (Amazon Web Services), 
287-288

classification of, 77-83

compute-on-demand services, 26

decoupling from implementation,
285-286

fault management service, 141

inventory service, 141

network abstraction service, 141

network services

data center network I/O, 53-56

virtualization of, 56

risk assessment

BIA (Business Impact Analysis)
reports, 74

BIL (Business Impact Levels), 74

and classification of informa-
tion, 70-72

COBIT (Control Objectives for
Information and Related
Technology), 72-73

compliance, 76-77

governance, 72

ISO 27001 information 
classification policy, 74-76

ITIL (Information Technology
Infrastructure Library), 73

penetration testing, 74

RAM (Risk Assessment Model),
74

RAT (Risks Assessment Team), 74

TOGAF (The Open Group
Architecture Framework), 73
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TMF (Telecommunications Management Forum) 369

VA (vulnerability analysis), 74

storage-based services, 26

topology service, 141

virtualization, 8

services platform, evolution of, 63-65

SID (shared information/data), 343

SID (System Integration Framework),
286

SIP (Strategy, Infrastructure, and
Products), 343

SLA (service-level agreement), 344

SMARTnet, 190

SML (Service Management Layer),
131, 168, 344

SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol), 344

SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture),
139, 344

SOAP (Simple Object Access
Protocol), 344

Society of Corporate Compliance and
Ethics (SCCE), 76

Software as a Service. See SaaS
(Software as a Service)

Software Engineering Institute (SEI), 38

SOX (Sarbanes-Oxley Act), 345

standards. See specific standards

storage model capacity model, 
269-270

storage virtualization, 5-6

storage-area networks (SANs), 343

storage-based services, 26

Super Agent (SA), 200

supplier management, 185-186

suppliers, 280

System Integration Framework (SID),
286

system value classification, 77-79

T
target-state architecture (TSA), 

147, 346

task scheduling design pattern, 22

TB (terabytes), 91

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol),
345

technical management functions, 157

technological evolution stages of IT,
43-49

adoption of broad IP WAN, 44-45

execution of virtualization strategy,
45-46

market, 49

service automation, 46-47

utility computing model, 47-48

technology to support architectural
principles, 40

Telecommunications Management
Forum. See TMF
(Telecommunications 
Management Forum)

Telecommunications Management
Network. See TMN
(Telecommunications 
Management Network)

tenant model, 243-245

tenant view, 278

terabytes (TB), 91

testing, penetration testing, 74

time value of money, 85

TMF (Telecommunications
Management Forum), 286, 345 

definition of, 118, 345

eTOM (enhanced Telecom
Operational Map)

compared to ITIL, 126-129

explained, 118-120
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370 TMN (Telecommunications Management Network)

TMN (Telecommunications
Management Network)

definition of, 345

FCAPS management functions, 129

layers and management functions,
129-132

TOGAF (The Open Group
Architecture Framework), 
32, 73, 345

Top Secret, 71

topology service, 141

transition phase (service assurance), 189

transitional architectures, 296

TRILL (Transparent Interconnection
of Lots of Links), 52, 345

TSA (target-state architecture), 147

U
UC (underpinning contract), 346

UCS (Unified Compute System), 47

Unclassified classification level, 71, 75

Unified Compute System (UCS), 47

Unified Fabric, 45

Unified Network Services (UNS), 
95-97

UNS (Unified Network Services), 
95-97

Urguhart, James, 292

U.S. Classification Levels, 71-72

USC Manager, 195

use cases, 24-26, 197-198

user experience layer (end-to-end
architecture model), 167-168

user interface, 277

consumer roles, 278-280

integration, 284-287

data models, 286-287

decoupling services from 
implementation, 285-286

open API, 287-288

user self-care, providing, 280-284

user self-care, providing, 280-284

utility computing model, 47-48

Utility maturity level, 294

utility services platform, evolution of,
63-65

UUID (Universal Unique Identifier),
346

V
VA (vulnerability analysis), 74

Vblocks, 239-242

VCD (VMware vCloud Director), 229

VCE (Virtual Computing
Environment), 346

vCloud virtual datacenter (vDC), 
22, 229

vDCs (vCloud virtual datacenters), 22
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